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READING PART 4 1

Put the words into the correct order to make sentences.

1. favourite / maths / my / subject / is

Maths
2. often / Sam / for / appointments / late / is

Sam
3. hobby / photography / popular / is / very / a

Photography
4. Mrs / usually / us / teaches / Edwards

Mrs
5. work / this / enough / isn’t / good

This
6. Mr Brown / strict / as / Miss Jones / as / isn’t

Miss Jones
7. too / test / the / for / was / difficult / me

The
8. work / checked / my / by / I / a friend / had

I
9. finished / we / eating / just / have

We
10. film / I / that / yet / seen / haven’t

I
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Education 

Exam task

2 Five sentences have been removed from the text on the next page. For each question, 
choose the correct answer. There are three extra sentences which you do not need to use.

A So at least they can enjoy some parts of typical teenage life there.

B That means the school has become a tourist attraction too!

C These young players come here to train, of course.

D During the school day, therefore, they don’t go to some of these sessions.

E This has helped it to provide a better education for all its students.

F They are also expected to set a good example to younger students.

G Which is why there are far more of these students than ever before.

h After all, only the best ones go on to join the main team.
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Find the words in the text to complete the collocation for each definition.

1. going to school ................ school 

2. do what they really want to do follow their ................

3. continue to have good football careers ................ to have successful football careers

4. learn about lots of different subjects study a ................ of different subjects

5. do what is required by the rules ................ the rules

6. believe that they belong to the school ................ part of the school 

7. show other people how to behave ................ a good example

8. give students better lessons and equipment ................ a better education
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Can you imagine being a famous football star but still 
attending school? That’s what some students at Ashton-
on-Mersey School in England do!

The school is about 7 km from Old Trafford, the 
famous sports stadium that is home to Manchester 
United Football Club. The club takes talented teenagers 
from all over the world. (1).......... But even though 
they are following their dreams of becoming sports 
stars, football clubs recognise that education should 
still be an important part of their lives. (2).......... 
Although footballers can play professionally from the 
age of 16, most don’t join professional teams until 
they are older.

All football clubs have to make sure that players who are 
under 18 are getting an education, but many choose to 
do this by organising classes at the club. At Manchester 
United, however, young players go to a normal school. 
(3).......... That’s why at Ashton-on-Mersey School you 

can see people who played against Arsenal or Liverpool 
on Saturday sitting down to classes with all the other 
students on Monday morning.

The Manchester United students have classes two days 
a week and study a range of subjects. While attending, 
they are encouraged to feel like they are part of the 
school. They still follow the rules like all the other pupils 
there. (4)..........

There are many benefits to the school from their 
arrangement with Manchester United. The football club 
has given money to the school. (5).......... Perhaps more 
importantly, seeing successful young players in the school 
can encourage younger students to try hard to do well and 
achieve their own dreams. Successful players often return 
to visit the school. When one French-speaking player came 
back, the students were all keen to ask him questions 
in French! Chatting to an international football star really 
helped them improve their language skills.

Football stars at school

Exam facts

• In this part of the test, you read a text which had five gaps in it.

• Five sentences have been removed from the text.

• You have to read eight sentences and choose the correct sentence for each gap.

• There are always three extra sentences which you don’t need to use.


